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Prepared by Chicago A (PEF and KK) for the Minnesota Tournament, November 1991.
1)

Pittsburgh in 1944 and 1974; St. Louis in 1940, 1948, 1957, and 1966;
Washington D.C. in 1937, 1956, 1962, and 1969; Chicago in 1933, 1947,
1950, 1962, and 1983; and Toronto in 1991. For ten points, I am giving
you some of the locations of what baseball event?

ANSWER:
2)

For a quick ten points, Edmund Waller, Robert Southwell, Henry King,
George Herbert, Andrew Marvell, and John Donne were all members of what
collective group of seventeenth century poets?

ANSWER:
3)

BIGHTs

The name's the same. According to Lisa Birnbach, it is the one fabric
that is "quintessentially Preppy". It is also the name of the city on
the Bay of Bengal where this hand-loomed cotton weave is made. For ten
points, what is the common name?

ANSWER: ·
7)

The PRADO Gallery

Examples include the Benin, the Biafra, the Helgoland, and the Great
Australian. For ten points, name the geographical feature which is
defined as the "long inward curve in a coast".

ANSWER:
6)

Niccolo MACHIAVELLI

Plans to use the building for a National History Museum were presented in
1787 to one king. The next king proceeded with the work and repaired
war damage. The next king decided to make i t a national picture gallery,
which was opened on November 19, 1819, with 300 pictures.
In 1956, the
premises were extended by opening fifteen new rooms. For ten points,
name this 585 foot by 117 foot building officially known as the Museo
Nacional de Pintura.

ANSWER:
5)

the METAPHYSICAL poets

Born in Florence in 1469, he received an appointment to the chancellery
of the Florintine Republic in 1498. Part of his job required travel,
and it is through this travel that he came to know Cesare Borgia, who
would figure prominently in his later pursuits. with the eventual return
to power of the Medici, he was fired, and imprisoned, and tortured, and
eventually he retired to a farm near San Casciano, and it is here that
he wrote the Discourses and a little known work called The Prince. Need
I say more. For ten points,say it.

ANSWER:
4)

THE ALL-STAR GAME

MADRAS

A current user of this musical form is the Miranda Sex Garden, an English
trio which has just released its debut album "Madra". Enough about them.
For ten points, give the name which represents a cappella polyphonic
harmonies of lyric poetry, a form which originated in Europe in the 16th
and 17th centuries.

ANSWER:

MADRIGALS
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8)

It has 3 to 4 million adherents, and is currently administered by an
elected order, the IIUniversal House of Justice ll • Emphasis is laid on
service to others. Derived from the teachings of Mirza Ali Mohammed
and Mirza Hussein Ali, thi's religion is now the obj ect of persecution
in its country of origin, Iran. For ten points, name this religion which
espouses universal peace, love, fellowship, and sexual equality.

ANSWER:
9)
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The BAHA'I F ai th

When two students in Portugal in 1961 raised their glasses and proposed a
toast to freedom, little did they know what their action would start.
They were arrested by the ruling dictatorship, and when a Mr. Peter
Benenson in England heard about this, he had to act.
Indirect
results of his action were the 1977 Nobel Peace Prize and the guest editorship of the November issue of Spin, plus two series of concerts featuring
Peter Gabriel, Sting, and U2, among others. For ten points, name the
organization now celebrating its 30th anniversary.

ANSWER:

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL

10) He, like Hamlet, was captured by pirates en route to England.
He, like
Hamlet, was unhappily involved with the daughter of the leading minister
of the realm, in this case Anne Cecil, daughter of Lord Burghey.
He,
like Hamlet, stabbed someone spying on him. His most trusted relative
and confidante was Horace Vere, also known as Horatio.
Coincidence? For
ten points, give me the better known title of this man who was born
Edward de Vere, and who just may have written sonnets and plays under
the pseudonym IIShakespeare ll •
ANSWER:

Seventeenth EARL OF OXFORD

name's the s e:
ap-on rubber doo-dad wor
. Burroughs' 11 aked Lunch ll ,
nd the band known
a d IIDeacon
For ten p . ts, give t

isattva ll

ANSWER:
1,) Its four component instruments are EGRET, COMPTEL, OSSE, and BATSE. At
17 tons, i t is the heaviest satellite ever launched.
It was lifted into
orbit in April of this year aboard the shuttle Atlantis.
For ten points,
which one of NASA's Four Great Observatories am I describing?

ANSWER:

13J

Born on October 9th, 1835, he gave his first re~ital at age II, and presented his first symphony at age 18. Franz Liszt once described him as
lithe finest organist in the world. 11 For ten points, name this French
co-founder of the Societe Nationale de Musique, whose most famous work
was his biblical IISamson et Dalila ll •

ANSWER:
1~)

(Compton) Gamma-Ray Observatory (accept GRO, Compton GRO, or CGRO)

Charles Camille SAINT-SAENS

At the instigation of Catherine de Medici, King Charles IX of France
ordered the Massacre of St. Bartholomew's Day, which began in Paris
in August 1572 and soon spread nationwide. For ten points, name the
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objects of this massacre, who weren't protected until the signing of
the Edict of Nantes in 1598.
ANSWER:

HUGUENOTS

Born October 2, 1879, this poet won the Bollingen Award I n 1949, the
National Book Award in 1950, and the Pulitzer Prize in 1955. For ten
points, name this author of "Harmonium" and "The Necessary Angel", who
is perhaps best known for working as an insurance agent in Hartford, Connecticut.
ANSWER:

Wallace STEVENS

IS) It was first reported in Kaffa, in the Crimea, where the Kipchak khan
Janibeg was besieging the Genoese port. Part of his strategy was to lob
dead bodies into the walls of the city; this strategy worked better than
expected, much better. For ten points, what gift of Janibeg was carried
by these dead men, a gift given to Europe as a whole between 1347 and
135l?
ANSWER:

The BLACK DEATH (accept Bubonic Plague)

Ii) Hosel, Nassau, Sclaff, ,Gobble, Dub, Dormie, Chip, Casual Water, Mulligan,
Hook, Slice, and Par are, for ten points, terms associated with what
activity?
ANSWER:

GOLF

IV) In the Punjab region of India there is a town named Dharamsala.

For a
' quick ten points, in 1960 this town became the administrative center of
which government-in-exile?

ANSWER:

TIBET

11) For a quick ten points, the area of darkest shadow caused by an eclipse
is called the what?
ANSWER:

UMBRA

This eighth longest river in the world begins at the confluence
of the Grande and Paranaiba rivers and continues 2795 miles to the Rio
de la Plata. For ten points, name this river which mayor may not
contain man-eating fish.
;

ANSWER:
2~)

PARANA

An agreement made between Cardinal Pietro Gasparri and Benito Mussolini
led to the creation of the Vatican in 1929, giving the papacy a limited
amount of temporal power. For ten points, name this agreement.

ANSWER:

LATERAN TREATY

2l) This man once suggested the creation of
a 364-day calendar, with a "Year Day" to make up the difference.
The 364
days would be be broken into 13 months of 28 days each. Name this
French philosopher, who lived from 1798 to 1857.
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Auguste COMTE

"The Child's Conception of the World" and "Genetic Epistemology" are two
of the books of this man. For ten points, name this Swiss psychologist
who revolutionized child psychology with his theories of cognitive
development.

ANSWER:

Jean PIAGET

23) John ~acob Abel, in 1897, was the first person to isolate this substance,
which might help you buzz in quickly, very quickly. For ten points, name
this substance secreted from those glands which mooch on the kidneys,
for ten points .
ANSWER:
25

ADRENILINE

The name's th
squads of
Dutch Air

and early 80's and

Soviet na . nal hockey
e initials of the
yal
common three letters .

One of his major followers was Jan Hus, who unfortunately was
torched for his devotion. For ten points, name this pre-Reformation
religious reformer who translated the Vulgate into English between
the years 1376 and 1382.
ANSWER:

John WYCLIFFE

~) Built as a wrestler but possessing a soft demeanor, this Oregonian moved
from the intellectual trappings of Stanford's Perry Lane in the early
1960's to being the head of the Merry Pranksters, a band known for their
bus and their LSD. He was the subject of Tom Wolfe's "The Electric
Kool-Aid Acid Test" and author of "Sometimes a Great Notion" and "One Flew
Over the Cuckoo's Nest." For ten points, name him.

ANSWER:

-

Ken KESEY

ANSWER:

POSITIVISM

2 8) The best known English adherent to this French body of thought was Frederic
Harrison, who preached the doctrine throughout life to ever-diminishing
audiences. Also known as the Religion of Humanity, i~ was put forth by
the French philosopher Auguste Comte in the early nineteenth century.
For ten points, name this body of thought. .

29) Rumors placed him in the Dominican Republic, Brazil, Venezuela,
Colombia, Peru, Chile, Guatemala, the Congo, China, Vietnam, and New York.
The Congo was actually right, at the time of the rumors, but soon after
he made his way to Bolivia, where this erstwhile economist was killed
in 1967. For ten points, name him.
ANSWER:

Che GUEVARA (if someone says Che only, ask for more information)
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30) Troops from this country helped support united States actions
in zaire in 1977 and 1978, and it supported the UNITA forces in Angola.
In the early 1980s, The New York Times called this country the
U.S. 's "closest and most useful ally in the Arab world." Name this
country ruled since 1961 by King Hassan II.
ANSWER:
The End

MOROCCO
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Prepared by Chicago A (PEF and KK) for the Minnesota Tournament, November 1991.
BONI
(20) 1)

Face it, you should know Yugoslavian geography by now. So you should
be able to provide the TWO answers which I seek. For ten poi~ts each,
name both of the autonomous sections of the Serbian Republic.

ANSWER:

VOJVODINA and KOSOVO

(30) 2)

This book of the 1980's calls itself an update of the 1691 edition,
written by Daubmannus. It has both male and female versions, which
differ by one paragraph. It is a dictionary on about a religious
conversion of a pagan chieftain in the Middle Ages, but Christians,
Jews, and Moslems cannot agree on who won the chieftain over. For
ten points, what is the name of this "lexicon novel"?

ANSWER:

DICTIONARY OF THE KHAZAES
For another ten points, name its Serbian author.

ANSWER:

Milorad PAVIC
And for a final ten points, the actual debate before the Khazar
chieftain was called "The Khazar (blank)". The missing word is
defined as "a verbal attack on a belief or opinion" and also as
"the practice of argumentation" .

ANSWER:

POLEMIC

(25) 3)

This 17th century expert on Semitic languages and scholar of Trinity
College, Dublin, declared in 1654 that the world began on October
26, 4004 B.C. For 25 points, name the Irish prelate who worked a
lifetime to achieve this precise result.

ANSWER:

Archbishop James USSHER
This play, first pr
the New York Times
It is the story
other, with the
fifteen points,

ditional fifteen oints,
Pity She's a Whore'

as the playwright

ANSWER:
(20)

'1'>
'{

Here is a mathematics question for you. First, as defined by Wald
in "General Relativity", it's a set made up of pieces that look like
open subsets of Rn (where Rn is the set of n-tuples of real numbers;
R3 is Euclidean space), such that these pieces can be sown together
smoothly. For ten points, what topological entity is he describing?
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Second, one of these maps the product of dual vectors and vectors
into the real numbers. For ten points, avoid stress and don't contract and give me the answer .
ANSWER:
(25)

M
~

TENSORs
After the hell that is mathematics, I shall relieve you with sports.
The united States men's s .o ccer team won its first ever major title
when this summer in Los Angeles they won five straight games' to
take the CONCACAF (Confederation of North and Central American and
Carribean Association Football) title. For five points each, which
teams did they beat (in any order)?

ANSWERS: TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO, GUATEMALA, COSTA RICA, MEXICO, and HONDURAS

~)-f
Cr

It used to be "I'll name the republic, you name the capital . " This
time, it's "I'll name the republic, you name the president." First,
for ~ points, Georgia.
Ib

ANSWER:

Zviad GAMSAKURDIA (sic)
For ten points, Croatia.

ANSWER:

Franjo TUDJMAN (probably TUD-EE-MAN)

A
(30)

Jl'r Now for a smattering of trivia about Tibet.

7

ANSWER:

First, for ten points,
what is the name of the famous palace overlooking Lhasa from a 900
foot hill in the city?
POTOLA
Second, for five points, what is the title of the second in command
to the Dalai Lama?

ANSWER:

The PANCHEN LAMA
Third, for five points, within two years, when did China last invade
Tibet?

ANSWER:

1950 (accept 1948-52)
And fourth, for ten points, what is Tibetan Autonomous Region officially called by the Beijing Government?

ANSWER:

XIZANG

(20) ~

I want to ask questions about your blood. For ten points, what
condition (note: condition, not specific disease) is marked by a
consistent pathological excess of red blood cells?

'S
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POLYCYTHEMIA
For an additional ten points, what condition is marked by an excess
of white blood cells?

ANSWER:
(30)

~

,

ANSWER:
(25)

~)

10

LEUKOCYTOSIS
This is one of those 30-20-10 things.
First, the ancient empire of
this name, founded by Jewish or Berber settlers around 300 A.D.,
was centered between the Sahara and the headwaters of the Senegal
and Niger rivers. [STOP]
The old empire disappeared in 1097, and the modern country appeared
in 1957, headed by President Kwame Nkrumah. [STOP]
It's bordered by the Cote d'Ivoire, Burkina Faso, and Togo, and its
capital is Accra.
GHANA
I'll give you the names of four movies, and you'll give me the names
of the black directors responsible for them, for five points each.
You'll receive a five point bonus if you get all four.
Ready? Here
are the films: "School Daze", "Straight Outta Brooklyn", "Boyz in the
Hood", and "Hollywood Shuffle".

ANSWERS: Spike _LEE, Matty RICH, John SINGLETON, and Robert TOWNSEND
(30)

~)

II

ANSWER:
(25)

~

I;t.

If one were to start at the center top of a tooth and go straight
down into it, one would encounter six regions.
I'll give you the
regions, and for five points each, you place them in order. Ready?
Pulp Chamber, Periodontal Membrane, first Dentin, second Dentin,
Enamel, and Cementum. Note:
the second Dentin comes after the first.
ENAMEL, FIRST DENTIN, PULP CHAMBER, SECOND DENTIN, CEMENTUM, and
PERIODONTAL MEMBRANE
For five points each, name the last five Chief Justices of the Supreme

A~0(~~t 'Fr~~c;~g~

order.

ANSWERS jSTONE ,/VINSON , Earl WARREN, Warren BURGER, and William REHNQUIST
( 2 5) J:.4"') Born in 59 B.C., he is the author of the 142 book "History of Rome",

13

ANSWER:
(25)

~)
I~

written around 3 B.C. Of these 142 books, only 35 survive. For 25
points, name this most famous historian of the Roman Empire, who
carried on Cicero's battle to preserve Latin from archaic and vulgar
influences.
LIVY (or Titus Livius)
Born on January 8th, 1786, he completed his studies at the University
of Pennsylvania at the age of 13, and by the age of 20 he was a contributor to the ' "Port Folio", America's first literary periodical.
He is most famous for being the president of the Second Bank of the
United States from 1822 until 1836, when Andrew Jackson terminated it.
For 25 points, name this financier who didn't fare well in the world
of politics.
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Nicholas BIDDLE
First, for ten points each, name the discoverers of Neptune.

ANSWERS: John Couch ADAMS and Urbain Jean Joseph LEVERRIER
And for an additional ten points, name the discoverer of Pluto.
ANSWER:

Clyde TOMBAUGH

(25) M") The current incarnation of this legendary Czech band is named Pulnoc
(pool-notes), and they have just released there first album in the
It,
west.
The first incarnation was an underground phenomenon, almost
hounded out of existence by the Czech authorities, and their battles
with the law in part led Vaclav Havel to found the human rights
organization Charter 77. For 25 points, name the band with a name
a person like Frank Zappa could appreciate.
ANSWER:
(30)

~

11

ANSWER:

THE PLASTIC PEOPLE OF THE UNIVERSE
The main forum for listed stocks in the United States is the New
York Stock Exchange. However, the less widely known NASDAQ index '
is just as important for over the counter stocks. For five points
apiece, what do the letters in NASDAQ stand for?
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION of SECURITIES DEALERS AUTOMATED QUOTATION system

(30) .l&) The Olympic boycotts of 1980 and 1984 allowed the host countries to
But in another Olympics, one country won
If collect a slew of medals.
more medals than any country has in any single Olympics. First, for
ten points, what was the country?
ANSWER:

The UNITED STATES
Second, in what year and in what city did the United States win 238
medals, for ten points apiece?

ANSWER:
(25)

~

"
ANSWER:
(25)

~
~O

ANSWER:
(25)

~
~\

ANSWER:

1904 and ST. LOUIS
This dynasty was founded by Said ibri Hussein in the 9th century, and
i t dominated the Arab world until 1171. For 25 points, name this
dynasty whose founder claimed descent from the daughter of Mohammed.
FATIMIDs
A quick bonus for you- for twenty-five points, name the first baseball
player to drive in 100 runs while playing for three separate teams
over three straight seasons.
Joe CARTER (Cleveland 1989, San Diego 1990, Toronto 1991)
It's late, and I'm tired, so I will give you a short bonus. For 25
points, what was the original name given to the island of Tasmania
by Westerners?
VAN DIEMEN' S LAND
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zt
ANSWER:
(30)~)

Z3
ANSWER:
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I'm even more tired now, so please, simply give me, for ten points
each, the names of the three directors responsible for the Star
Wars trilogy.
George LUCAS, Irvin KIRSHNER, and Richard MARQUAND
First, for five points apiece, other than the U.S.S.R., which three
countries border on the Black Sea?
ROMANIA, BULGARIA, and TURKEY
Second, for five points apiece, which three current and former Soviet
Republics border the Black Sea?

ANSWER:

UKRAINE, RUSSIA, and GEORGIA

(25) 2k) You know the answer to this bonus; you've heard it again and again.
2.Af Founded around 1570, the Iroquois Confederacy played a strong role
in Colonial America until their decision to side with the Crown in
the Revolutionary War. For five points apiece, name the five tribes
which made up the Iroquois Confederacy.
ANSWER:
The End

MOHAWK, ONEIDA, ONONDAGA, CAYUGA, and SENECA

